A new set of inequalities is introduced, based on a novel but natural interpolation between Borel probability measures on R d . Using these estimates in lieu of convexity or rearrangement inequalities, the existence and uniqueness problems are solved for a family of attracting gas models. In these models, the gas interacts with itself through a force which increases with distance and is governed by an equation of state P=P(*) relating pressure to density. P(*)Â* (d&1)Âd is assumed non-decreasing for a d-dimensional gas. By showing that the internal and potential energies for the system are convex functions of the interpolation parameter, an energy minimizing state unique up to translation is proven to exist. The concavity established for
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of energy functionals plays a crucial role both in mathematical physics and in partial differential equations. Here the central issues are to determine the existence of stationary configurations, particularly optimizers, and their properties: uniqueness, stability, symmetry... . Convexity, when present, is a powerful tool for resolving these questions. The study of an interacting gas model in which the force of attraction increases with distance has led us to the discovery of a new convexity principle. It is based upon a novel but natural interpolation between pairs of probability measures on R d . The current manuscript develops this theory, and exploits it to prove existence and uniqueness results for the attracting gas. In a subsequent article (or see [17] ), the same technique will be used to settle the uniqueness question for the equilibrium shape of a two-dimensional crystal in a convex potential. The underlying estimates which include a generalization of the Brunn Minkowski inequality from sets to measures appear to be both general and powerful: they bring tools of convex analysis to bear on problems in which they have not formerly been thought to apply.
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The estimate (2) also facilitates the continuity-compactness argument which assures that a ground state exists. Since the energy E( \) is translation invariant, it necessary to prevent the escape of mass to infinity when extracting a limit from a minimizing sequence of states. Even without spherical symmetry, Newton's Third Law or the symmetry in (1) show that V(x) may be taken to be even V(x)=V(&x): it can always be replaced by ) and \$(x): =\(&x) share the same energy. Inequality (2) shows that, for the purpose of energy minimization, \ may be replaced by the symmetrical configuration \ 1Â2 (x)= \ 1Â2 (&x) which interpolates between \ and \$. After the sequence has been centered in this way, an elementary estimate precludes the escape of any mass to infinity.
However, the uniqueness result remains more remarkable: the loss of compactness might be surmounted through Lions' concentration compactness lemma [15] , but there are very few tools for addressing uniqueness when convexity fails. Even for a spherically symmetric potential V(x), the alternative would be to use a sharp rearrangement inequality to reduce the problem to one-dimension, and then to attempt an analysis of the associated ordinary differential equation. Such an approach has been successfully exploited by Lieb and Yau [14] to handle the important case of Coulomb attraction V(x)=&|x| This equation, which expresses the balance of forces (Newton's Second Law) is obtained as the gradient of the Euler Lagrange equation for E(\) [2] . Since (3) is formally equivalent to (dÂdt)| t=0 E(\ t )=0, the convexity of E( \ t ) could presumably be used to show that energy minimizers are the only solutions to (3) . However, apart from this heuristic remark, we do not consider equation (3) further, being content to establish existence and uniqueness results at the level of the energy functional. The estimates (2) may be of some interest apart from the application. Convexity of the internal energy U( \ t ) is a generalization of the Brunn Minkowski inequality from sets to measures: the classical inequality is recovered from the case A(*)=&* will be an affine function of t when \$i sa dilate of \. Finally, it should be remarked that the monotonicity assumption required of P(*)Â* (d&1)Âd merely states that the internal energy U(\)b e convex non-increasing as a function of dilation factor for mass preserving dilations of \.
The organization of this manuscript is as follows. In the next section, the interpolant \ t is defined; its elementary properties, including convexity of G( \ t ), are set forth. Section 2 proves and discusses the deeper result convexity of the internal energy U(\ t ) although technical details underlying the proof are relegated to Section 4. The existence and uniqueness theorems for the attracting gas comprise Section 3. An appendix establishes some notation and facts of life regarding differentiability properties of convex functions.
INTERPOLATION OF PROBABILITY MEASURES
The current section is devoted to defining and establishing the basic properties of the convex structure on P ac (R d ) which is here introduced. A brief digression on the interaction energy G(\) motivates the definitions and theorems. For simplicity, the key definition is given on the line d=1 before being extended to measures on R d through a theorem of Brenier [4, 5] .
The energy G(\) may be defined ( , it is even true that G( \) is concave when restricted to P(R d ).) However. if \ t = $ (1&t) x+ty is used instead of (1&t) $ x +t$ y to interpolate between two Dirac measures, then the potential energy G(\ t ) will be t-independent as a reflection of its translation invariance. Moreover, for a positive linear combination of such point masses
convexity of V(x) implies G(\ t ) convex as a function of t. This point of view, which emphasizes the linear structure of R d over that of the measure space, is reminiscent of the Lagrangian formulation in fluid mechanics. It indicates how \ t must be defined.
For measures \, \$#P ac (R) on the line, the definition is as follows. Given
Although y(x) may not be one-to-one or single-valued, its value will be uniquely determined \-a.e. At the remaining points, a choice may be made for which y(x) will be non-decreasing. As the time t is varied between 0 and 1, the idea of the interpolation is to linearly displace the mass lying under \ at x towards the corresponding point y(x) for \$, so that the interpolant \ t assigns mass \[(& , x)] to the interval (& ,(1&t)x+ty(x)). This condition characterizes \ t . To define \ t more generally requires a few notions from measure theory.
given by
for Borel M/R n . y * \ is called the push-forward of \ through y ;i ti sa Borel probability measure, though it may not be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue. The change of variables theorem states that if f is a (Borel) measurable function on R n , then
d-dimensional Lebesgue measure will play a frequent role; it is denoted by vol.
, we require a transformation y which pushes \ forward to \$. Although there are many such y, two further properties will prove essential:
(Y1) y must be locally irrotational; (Y2) globally, y must not involve crossings,
Such a transformation y may be constructed through a recursive procedure [17, Appendix C] and indeed our results were originally obtained in this way but the construction suffers from a serious flaw: the resulting map y is quite ugly, being grossly discontinuous. Brenier's theorem [4, 5] offers a beautiful alternative: as extended (see Theorem A.3 below) in [16] , it states that y may be taken to be the gradient of a convex function :
. Although need not be unique, the map { is uniquely determined \-almost everywhere. This theorem is used to define the displacement interpolation between \ and \$: 
This definition works equally well for all t # R, but such values of t will be irrelevant here and therefore suppressed. On the line d=1, the monotone function y={ (x) is readily seen to satisfy (4) , and the characterization given for \ t follows rapidly.
What may not yet be clear is the absolute continuity of \ t with respect to Lebesgue; this shall be proved in a moment. Another consequence of Definition 1.1 is verified first: the convexity of the interaction energy G(\) in (23) along the lines of the displacement interpolation. We say that the functional G( \)i sdisplacement convex. Proof. By the change of variables theorem (6)
Since V(x) is a convex function on R d , the integrand above is manifestly convex as a function of t. This proves the initial assertion. If the convexity of V(x) is strict, the integrand will be strictly convex unless
The integral will be strictly convex unless (8) holds almost everywhere \_\, in which case { (x)&x is x-independent \-a.e. This would imply that \$i s\translated by { (x)&x. K The displacement convexity of the internal energy U( \) is a deeper result. There the convexity of , not used in the preceding proof, enters crucially. Before attacking this issue, it will be worthwhile to illuminate some of the elementary properties of the displacement interpolation. The next propositions show that it induces a bona fide convex structure on
) and explore the relationship between this structure and the symmetries of R d translation, dilation, reflection, rotation. The proofs are postponed until the end of this section. Wherever ambiguity seems likely to arise, \ w Ä t \$ is used instead of \ t to indicate explicit dependence on the endpoints \ and \$.
(ii) \ t is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue;
Remark 1.4. In order to verify the displacement convexity of a functional W :
In the next proposition, 4:
In the usual way, the action of 4 on a measure \ # P(R 
(iii) * * \ t =(: * \) w Ä s (; * \$) if *(1&t)=:(1&s) and *t=;s.
Example 1.6 (Translates and dilates). In the trivial case \$=\, the convex function may be taken to be (x)=x 2 Â2 since { =id pushes forward \ to itself. The displacement interpolant is \ t =\ independent of t. Having made this observation, Proposition 1.5(ii) shows that for \$=T & \ a translate of \, the displacement interpolant is \ t =T t& \. For a dilate \$=; * \, the displacement interpolant is \ t =* * \ with *=(1&t)+t;.
) be Gaussian measures. At time t # (0, 1) the displacement interpolant \ t will also be a Gaussian; its mean and covariance interpolate between those of \ 0 and \ 1 .
More specifically, let \ i be centered at + i # R d (i=0, 1) and denote its covariance by 7 i : , the graph of { is characterized by a property (33) known as cyclical monotonicity. Here ( , ) denotes the Euclidean inner product, so the two-point inequality
has a clear geometrical interpretation: it states that the directions of the displacement vectors between x and y and between their images under { differ by no more than 90%; on the line this reduces to monotonicity. Theorem A.3 asserts the existence of a joint probability measure
) with cyclically monotone support having \ and \$ as its marginals 6 * #=\ and 6$ * #=\$ where 6(x, y)=x and 6$(x, y)= y. Let t # [0, 1] and define
, Theorem A.3 also ensures equivalence of this definition with (7) . As a caveat, we note that unless \ or \$ vanishes on all sets of Hausdorff dimension d&1, the interpolant \ t may fail to be unique.
A second fact, also true but not required, is that the map from 
is Lipschitz with constant no greater than (1&t) &1 .
(ii) is then a consequence of a standard measure theoretic result:
The alternative definition of \ t given in Remark 1.8 provides the easiest way to see (iii). Let
) be the joint probability measure with cyclically monotone support and \ and \$ as its marginals. Let 6 t (x, y) be the map (10) 
,then V * # has cyclically monotone support, and \$ and \ as its marginals; it pushes forward to \$ wwÄ 1&t \ under 6 1&t . Since 6 1&t ( y, x)=6 t (x, y), (iii) is proved.
Finally, (iii) is used along with the special case
change of variables theorem (6). Defining 6 t (x, y) as in (10), the results follow from
, and *6 t (x, y)=6 s (:x, ;y). K
DISPLACEMENT CONVEXITY OF A(\)
In the sequel it is shown that for suitable convex functions A(*), the functional
will be displacement convex on
; that is, U( \ t ) will be a convex function of t along the path of the displacement interpolation
) norm rather more can be said:
, and affine when \ and \$ are dilates. The Brunn Minkowski inequality is recovered as a special case of this result.
To any
) is associated the family of dilates * * \ which may be obtained as the push-forward of \ through dilation of R d by some factor *>0. The condition for displacement convexity of U( \) is merely this: U(* * \) should be convex non-increasing as a function of *. The necessity of the convexity is obvious; its sufficiency is the content of Theorem 2.2. The hypothesis is also physically reasonable: as a gas expands, its internal energy must certainly decrease; it should vanish as * Ä and diverge as * Ä 0. In terms of A:[0, )ÄR_[+ ], the condition is:
Having made this assumption, the displacement convexity of U(\) hinges on the following observation. Consider mass m of a gas whose internal energy is given by (14) . If the gas is uniformly distributed uniformly throughout a box of volume v, U=A(mÂv) v. Imagine then that the side lengths of the (d-dimensional) box are varied linearly with time, so that the volume, density, and internal energy U(t) become functions of time. Then U(t) is a convex function of time. Properties (Y1) and (Y2) of { , and the linearity of (1&t) id+t { , allow this observation to be used as a local inequality which may be integrated to yield Theorem 2.2. The underlying intuition is the following: the displacement interpolation transfers a small mass of gas with near constant density \(x) from a neighbourhood of x to a neighbourhood of { (x). Here { may be linearly approximated through the non-negative matrix { 2 (x), so the neighbourhood can be chosen to be a small cube with sides parallel to the eigenvectors of { 2 (x). The contribution of this bit of gas to U( \ t ) is then U(t). Property (Y2), which follows from (12) , ensures that two cubes, initially disjoint, do not interfere with each other during their subsequent motion.
Before proving the theorem, a standard lemma is stated without proof.
Lemma 2.1. Let 4 be a non-negative d_d matrix and v(t): = det[(1&t) I+t4] where I is the identity matrix. Then v 1Âd (t) is concave on t #[0,1], and the concavity will be strict unless 4=*I.
In the basis for which 4 is diagonal, this lemma is seen to result from the domination of the geometric by the arithmetic mean [10] . It underlies Hadwiger and Ohmann's proof of the Brunn Minkowski theorem. Proof. Proposition 1.3(ii) shows that \ t is absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue). By Theorem 4.4 (monotone change of variables), the set X on which { 2 (x)>0 and its inverse exist has full measure for \, and moreover
Actually, for t<1, one should integrate over all points at which { 2 (x) exists, but the distinction is moot because A(0)=0 and X is full measure for \. Fix x # X, and let 4 := { Âd. Then
As a result, log &\ t & q is convex on t #[0,1] for q>1 and concave for q<1.
Proof. Unless q{1 and t # (0, 1), the assertion is vacuous. To begin, assume q>1 and \, \$#L 
The inequality follows from Theorem 2.2 when U( \) is chosen to saturate condition (A1). Alternately, it may be recovered from Theorem 2.3 with q{1 [17] .
Proof of (21). Assume K, K$ are compact, since the general case will follow by regularity of Lebesgue measure; unless both sets are of positive measure, there is little to prove. (21) 
The theorem follows from these two inequalities and (1&t) K+tK$$ spt \ t . K Remark 2.5. It is interesting to note that the inclusion (1&t) K+tK$$ spt \ t will typically be strict; spt \ t interpolates more efficiently between K and K$ than the Minkowski combination (1&t) K+tK$. As an example, take both K and K$ to be ellipsoids affine images of the unit ball. Considerations like those of Example 1.7 (see [7] also) show the mass of the displacement interpolant \ t to be uniformly distributed over a third ellipsoid. On the other hand, (1&t) K+tK$ will not generally be an ellipsoid, as is easily seen when K is the unit ball and K$ is highly eccentric (even degenerate). [3] . The simplest case of their result dates back to Pre kopa [19, 20] and Leindler [12] , and asserts that the interpolant 
) between f and g can then be defined, and the PreÁ kopa Leindler theorem becomes a trivial consequence of the observation that h f w Ä t g: the inequality &h& 1 1 is saturated with the displacement interpolant in place of h ! As it turns out, this observation can be parlayed [17] into a transparent proof not only of Pre kopa and Leindler's result but also of the stronger inequalities due to Brascamp and Lieb.
EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF GROUND STATE
Armed with the estimates of the two preceding sections, we return to the existence and uniqueness questions regarding the ground state of the attracting gas model described by (1) . In this model, the configuration of the gas is given by its mass density \ # P ac (R Since V(x)=V(&x) is minimized at the origin, taking V(0)=0 costs no generality.
The gas is also assumed to satisfy an equation of state P(*) relating pressure to density, which leads to an internal energy U( \) of the form (14) . The local density A(*)o fU ( \ )i sobtained by integrating dU= &Pdv:
To be physical, the pressure P(*)=*A$(*)&A(*) should be non-decreasing; we make the stronger assumptions For fixed *, changing variables to s=*v 1Âd in (24) shows the equivalence of (P1) to the convexity of U(\) under dilations, (A1) of the previous section. Strict monotonicity in the former is equivalent to strict convexity in the latter. Thus U(\) will be displacement convex. A(*) is also seen to be convex and lower semi-continuous. (P2) implies that A(*)Â* diverges with *, and excludes the possibility that the energy minimizing measure might have a singular part with respect to Lebesgue. Under these assumptions, we show that the total energy E(\)=U(\)+G(\) 0 attains a unique minimum up to translation, unless E( \)= .
Uniqueness is proved by combining the displacement convexity of G(\) and U(\). Displacement convexity also plays a role in the existence proof, which relies on a compactness argument. Let C (R (24), and E g :=inf E(\) over \ # P ac (R d ). If E g < , the infimum is uniquely attained up to translation. The minimizer \ g may be taken to be even: \ g (x)=\ g (&x).
Proof. Uniqueness is proven first: suppose two minimizers \ g , \$ g # P ac (R d ) exist. Fix t # (0, 1) and consider the displacement interpolant \ t =\ g w Ä t \$ g between them. Since U( \) and G(\) are displacement convex (by Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 1.2), E(\ t ) (1&t) E(\ g )+tE( \$ g )=E g . Strict inequality holds by Proposition 1.2 unless \ g is a translate of \$ g . Since no configuration can have energy less than E g , uniqueness is established.
For the existence proof, replace V(x)b y( V ( x )+V(&x))Â2, adding a constant so the minimum V(0)=0; the effect on E( \) is a shift by the same constant. Noting that E( \) 0, choose an energy minimizing sequence
)*. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 any weak-* limit point \ g # P ac (R d )o f\ n must minimize E( \). In fact, Corollary 3.5 applies because of (P2), and shows that \ g need only satisfy the mass constraint \ g # P(R d ): finiteness of E g implies absolute continuity of \ g . The Banach Alaoglu Theorem provides weak-* compactness of the unit ball in C (R d )* but because E( \) is translation invariant, precautions must be taken to ensure that no mass escapes to .
Consider the reflection 4(x): =&xon R d . Propositions 1.5(i) and 1.3(iv) show the displacement interpolant \ wÄ 1 Â 2 4\ to be invariant under 4;i t should be thought of as a symmetrization of \. Moreover E(4\)=E(\), so by displacement convexity this symmetrization can only lower the energy of \. The minimizing sequence \ n may therefore be replaced by one for which \ n (x)=\ n (&x). Extracting a subsequence if necessary, \ n may be taken to converge to a limit \ g weak-*. \ g is a positive Borel measure; it is even and has total mass no greater than unity.
Since V is strictly convex with minimum V(0)=0, it is bounded away from zero on the unit sphere: V(x) k>0 for |x| =1. For |x| >1 convexity yields V(x)>k |x|, in which case
since half of the mass of \ n lies on either side of the hyperplane (y,x)=0. Integrating this inequality against \ n (x) over |x|>R>1 yields a lower bound
E(\ n ) may be assumed to be bounded above, so G( \ n ) L. Thus (25) controls the mass of \ n outside of any large ball, uniformly in n.If0 . 1 is a C (R d ) test function with .=1 on |x| R, weak-* convergence yields .d\ g 1&2LÂKr. Since R was arbitrary,
In the event that the potential V(x) is not strictly convex, it may yet be possible to prove existence of a unique energy minimizer using a more delicate argument. This will be true if the monotonicity in (P1) is strict and the convex potential V(x)=V(|x|) is spherically symmetric but not identically zero. The existence argument of Theorem 3.1 requires only the slightest modification: V(x) might vanish on |x| =1, but it is non-zero on some sphere of finite radius. On the other hand, the uniqueness argument fails, because the displacement convexity of the interaction energy need not be strict. However, Theorem 3.3 shows that the condition for strict displacement convexity of the internal energy can be used instead to force two minimizers to be translates of each other. It is necessary to state a preliminary lemma regarding the decomposition of convex functions on R Proof. First, consider functions on the line d=1. may be viewed as a distribution on 0/R; its convexity is characterized by the fact that its distributional second derivative is a positive Radon measure | on 0. Lebesgue decompose |=| ac +| sing . Integrating | ac twice from some base point in 0 yields a differentiable convex function v. Its derivative v$i sa monotone function, absolutely continuous on compact subsets, hence v" exists and coincides with | ac both pointwise almost everywhere and in the distributional sense. ," also coincides with | ac thus v$&,$ being absolutely continuous is constant, and v&, is affine. On the other hand, &v is convex since its distributional second derivative is | sing 0. Thus &, is convex. The higher dimensional case d>1 is reduced to the case d=1 as follows. Suppose convexity of &, were violated along some line segment with endpoints x$, y$#0. Continuity of and , shows that convexity is also violated along any line segment with endpoints x and y sufficiently close to x$ and y$. Since { Proof. Denote by \ g * the symmetric decreasing rearrangement of \ g : that is, the spherically symmetric, radially non-increasing function satisfying
for all k>0. The internal energy U(\ g *)=U(\ g ) by (26), while a rearrangement inequality due to Riesz [21] states that G(\ g *) G(\ g ) since the potential V(x) is symmetric non-decreasing. Thus \ g * also minimizes E(\).
) is another energy minimizer, and define the displacement interpolant \ t between \ g * and \$ g via the convex for which { * \ g *=\$ g . U(\) and G( \) are displacement convex as before. Since strict convexity of U(\ t ) would imply a contradiction, Theorem 2.2 shows that U(\ g *)=U(\$ g ) and { 2 (x)=I a.e. on the interior 0 of spt \ g * . Lemma 3.2 shows that (x)&x 2 Â2 must be convex on 0. Unless (x)&x 2 Â2 is affine on this ball so that \$ g is a translate of \ g * we show G( \ g *)<G(\$ g ), a contradiction. If { exists at x, y # R d , then the monotonicity inequality (9) will be strict unless { (x)={ (y). Applied to the function (x)&x 2 Â2 rather than (x), this shows that if { (x)&x{{ (y)&y, then
Unless (x)&x 2 Â2 is affine on 0, (27) will be satisfied at some x, y # 0.B y the continuity properties of { , (27) will continue to hold in a small neighbourhood of (x, y)#R
which is to say, on a set of positive measure \ g *_\ g * . The change of variables formula (6) yields
If the convex potential V(x) assumes a unique minimum at x=0 so that it is strictly attractive then V({ (x)&{ (y))>V(x&y) wherever (27) holds. The contradiction G(\$ g )>G(\ g *), and therefore the theorem, is established in this case. The remaining case V(x) constant on a ball of radius r about 0 requires an additional argument. Take V(0)=0. If V(x)= for |x|>r, all of the mass of the minimizer must lie in a set of diameter r; in fact it must be uniformly distributed over a ball of diameter r by Jensen's inequality and the isodiametric inequality [8] . This case aside, it is necessary to show that the diameter of 0 is greater than r; then the argument of the preceding paragraph will apply: unless { is affine, it will be possible to choose x, y # 0 with |x|>rÂ2 and y=&x to satisfy (27), and V({ (x)& { (y))>V(x& y) will hold on a neighbourhood of (x, y). The possibility that 0/B rÂ2 (0) is precluded by contradiction. Assume G( \ g *)=0, and consider the dilation * * \ g *o f\ g *b yfactor * 1. Defining G(*): =G(* * \ g *), it will be shown that G(*) grows sublinearly with small *&1 while U(*): = U(* * \ g *) decreases linearly; the contradiction is obtained since \ g *i s allegedly a minimizer. In fact, G(*)=o(*&1)
To see this, note that for * 1 the only contribution to G(*) comes from the self-interaction of the mass m(*) lying within a spherical shell of thickness (*&1) r around the surface |x|=rÂ2. Since \ g * is symmetric decreasing, its density is bounded except at the origin; thus m(*) k(*&1). By continuity of V(x), * near 1 ensures V(x)<= for x<*r, implying G(*) =m (14) . 
The second inequality is Fatou's Lemma while the third is the lower semicontinuity of A(*). At the Lebesgue points of \, hence almost everywhere, it can be shown that \ V . = Ä \ as = Ä 0. Another application of Fatou's Lemma and the lower semi-continuity of A(*) yields
In addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4, suppose A(*)Â* diverges as * Ä . Then U( \) remains weak-V lower semi-continuous if it is extended to
Proof. The only case to check is that n U( \ n )= when a sequence \ n # P ac (R 
Since A(*)Â* diverges, starting with vol[N] very small forces U( \ n ) Ä with n. K As before, { will be used to push-forward certain positive Radon measures \ from 0 to R d . That is, \ may no longer have unit or even finite mass, but its mass will be finite on compact subsets. The set of such measures will be denoted M(0). \ # M(0) is well known to decompose as \=\ ac +\ sing , where \ ac is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue and \ sing vanishes except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. The set M ac (0) of absolutely continuous measures is just the positive cone in L 1 loc (0); thus \ ac may be viewed simultaneously as a measure and a function. Differentiation of measures [24] is exploited to identify the pushedforward measure: If \ # M(0) for some domain 0, its symmetric derivative D\ at x # 0 is defined to be
where B r (x) is the ball of radius r centered on x. D\(x) exists and agrees with \ ac (x) Lebesgue almost everywhere; D\(x)= on a set of full measure for \ sing . Thus, knowing its symmetric derivative \-a.e., it is possible to reconstruct \ ac and determine whether \ sing =0. At the Lebesgue points of \ # M ac (0), hence almost everywhere, the limit (28) remains unchanged if the balls B r (x) are replaced by a sequence of Borel sets M n which shrink nicely to x, meaning there is a sequence r(n) Ä 0 such that M n /B r(n) (x) and the ratio vol M n Âvol B r (n) is bounded away from zero.
The first lemma provides an alternative definition of { * \ which is exploited freely throughout this section. 
as r Ä 0. For the same limit, Proposition A.2 also shows
Taking the product of these two limits and observing Lemma 4.1 proves the result. K [4, 5] that the convex function for which { * \=\$ represents a generalized solution to the Monge AmpeÁ re equation
A regularity theory for these solutions has been developed by Caffarelli in [6] . , is not identically + , and ((1&t) x+tx$) (1&t) (x)+t (x$) when the latter is finite. If is convex, its domain dom := [x | (x)< ] will be convex and will be continuous on the interior 0 of dom . may be taken to be lower semi-continuous by modifying its values on the boundary of 0, in which case is said to be closed.
The convex function will be differentiable ({ exists) Lebesgue-a.e. in 0. It is also useful to consider the subdifferential of : this parameterizes the supporting hyperplanes of , and consists of pairs (x, y)#R (x) is a closed convex set, bounded precisely when x # 0; it is empty for x outside dom , and possibly for some of the boundary points as well. Differentiability of at x is equivalent to the existence of a unique y # (x), in which case { (x)= y.
will be closed as a subset of
if is a closed convex function; this property can frequently be used in lieu of continuity of { .
Related expressions of the continuity of include: compactness of (K ) when K/0 is compact, and convergence of y n to { (x) when the latter exists and x n Ä x with y n # (x n ).
A
is said to be cyclically monotone if for any n points (x i , y i )#S, (y 1 ,x 2 &x 1 )+(y 2 ,x 3 &x 2 )+}}}+(y n ,x 1 &x n ) 0.
The subdifferential of any convex function will be cyclically monotone: if one linearly approximates the change in around a cycle x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n , x 1 , a deficit must result since the approximation underestimates each step; the deficit will be finite, and the inequality in (33) strict, unless y i # (x i+1 ) for each i. A theorem of Rockafellar [22] provides a converse: any cyclically monotone set is contained in the subdifferential of some convex function. This is an integrability result: if the set were known to be the gradient of a potential , the two-point (n=2) inequality alone would guarantee convexity of . Applied to the closure of the set ( )* :
, it implies the existence of a convex dual function * to . Of course, * is just the Legendre transform of , more commonly defined by
* will be closed, and ** with equality if and only if is closed. A theorem of Aleksandrov [1] guarantees that a convex function will be twice differentiable almost everywhere on its domain in the following sense: is twice differentiable at x 0 with Aleksandrov derivative { 
The Aleksandrov derivative { 2 (x 0 ) will be a non-negative (i.e. positive semi-definite and self-adjoint) d_d matrix. Even though points where { is not uniquely determined may accumulate on x 0 , it is not difficult to see that many of the fundamental results pertaining to differentiable transformations remain true in this modified context. Two such results are required herein: To show twice differentiability of *a t0 ,l e t=>0be small. By the continuity properties of *a t0 ,( x ,y )# and | y| sufficiently small imply |x| will be small enough for (35) to hold: | y&4x|<= |x|. The inequality Finally, the case 4 non-invertible must be addressed. Some x # R d is annihilated by 4. From (35), there is a sequence x n Ä 0 of multiples of x and (x n , y n )# such that | y n | n &1 |x n |. For any matrix 4$ and =>0, taking n large violates |x n &4$y n |<= |y n |. Thus * fails to be twice differentiable at 0. K The second proposition states that the local volume distortion under the transformation { at x is given by the determinant of { 2 (x), or in other words, that the geometric and arithmetic Jacobians agree. 
For 4 invertible, ( B r ( x 0 )) shrinks nicely to { (x 0 ) in the sense of (28).
Proof. As in the preceding proposition, the case x 0 ={ (x 0 )=0 is quite general. Assume 4 invertible. Denote B r (0) by B r , and its image under 4 by 4B r . Given =>0, for r<$ from (35) it is immediate that (B r )/(1+= &4 &1 &) 4B r .
On the other hand, * has Aleksandrov derivative 4
&1
at 0 by Proposition A.1. The same argument, applied to 4B r , instead of B r , shows that for r small enough *(4B r )/(1+= &4&)B r . Taking r smaller if necessary, so that (1+= &4&) &1 4B r , lies in the interior of dom *, duality yields (1+= &4&)
4B r / (B r ).
Since =>0 was arbitrary, (36) follows from (37 38) in the limit r Ä 0, with the identity det [4] =vol[4B r ]Âvol B r . For small r, it is evident from (37 38) that (B r ) is nicely shrinking: i.e. it is contained in a family of balls B R(r) for which R(r) Ä 0 with r, while (B r ) occupies a fraction of B R(r) which is bounded away from zero.
Finally, 4 non-invertible must be dealt with. In this case 4B r lies in a d&1 dimensional subspace of R . Since =>0 was arbitrary, the limit (36) vanishes. K Finally, our results from [16] , which extend work of Brenier [4, 5] , are summarized by: whose gradient { pushes \ forward to \$; in fact, #=(id_{ ) * \. Although may not be unique, the map { is uniquely determined \-a.e.
